
Senior Android Software Developer (w/m/d) - Munich
Paradox Cat GmbH is a specialist software development partner in the area of real-time graphics. As a
partner and supplier of various premium automotive manufacturers, we support graphical interface
development for high-end in car cluster instruments and infotainment systems. In addition to this, PARADOX
CAT GmbH has increasingly participated in Proof of Concept projects and feasibility studies in the Human
Machine Interaction (HMI) spectrum. Here, we focus on the implementation of new emerging technologies
and their usability and implementation in the car of the future.

You will:

Develop next-generation user interfaces to enthuse your customers
use Android Studio, git and Gradle with ease, confidence, and assurance
gain inspiration from working with designers and UX experts to strive for perfect usability
tackle technical challenges of all kinds as part of a Scrum team to achieve best possible sprint results

You have:

a degree in computer science, a comparable qualification, or equivalent experience
at least five years‘ experience developing with Android/Kotlin(/Java)
worked with or have a strong motivation to work with Android MVVM Design Pattern, Coroutines, Dagger,
RxJava, Jetpack Navigation etc.
experience with automated testing (Robolectric, Espresso), Gradle and Git
extensive knowledge of at least one other programming language (C++, C, C#, Python or JavaScript)
experience working on agile projects
an excellent standard of written and spoken English

Nice to have:

good knowledge of written and spoken German
a Scrum Master certification
a Scrum Product Owner certification
some experience with AOSP and Gerrit
familiarity with Docker, Vagrant, Hudson/Jenkins, or TeamCity/Codecraft

We offer:

Independent, self-managed working with responsibility as part of a small team of top developers
Exciting, long-term projects in the HMI environment with plenty of opportunity for you to drive your own
personal and professional development
A training budget for external courses at your disposal
Professionally managed projects with a good work-life balance
Visa/relocation support
30 days of annual leave
Job Bike/Job Ticket
Flexible working time model, Home Office
Team Events



Hackathons
Free coffee and drinks at the office
Gym cooperations

Jetzt bewerben

Paradox Cat GmbH | Friedrichshofener Str. 6-10 | 85049 Ingolstadt | Germany

https://paradoxcat.onlyfy.jobs/apply/1244mjl9kozr6invsenyckqryko32zj

